The Precourt Energy Efficiency Center (PEEC) presents

Sustainable Transportation Winter Seminar Series 2014

Fridays, 2:30-3:30pm, Y2E2 Room 105
--- Small snacks provided! sponsored by MAP ---

Jan 17 – Pete Dempster, BMW Drive-Now, Car sharing as a Novel Financing Model for Electric Cars

Jan 24 – Matt Biggar, Stanford University, Exploring the Influence of Conditions on Personal Transportation Behavior

Jan 31 – Ethan Elkind, UC Berkeley Law, Stopping High Speed Sprawl – How the San Joaquin Valley can manage growth around the proposed system

Feb 7 – Regina Clewlow, Stanford University, Carsharing in California: Potential Impacts on Vehicle Ownership and Travel Behavior

Feb 14 – Diana Ginnebaugh, Stanford University, Update on the Renewable Fuel Standard

Feb 21 – Gabe Lade, UC Davis, Mandating green: Can cost containment provisions improve the second best?

Feb 28 – Josh Linn, UC Davis, Technological Change, Vehicle Characteristics, and Opportunity Costs of Fuel Economy Standards

Mar 7 – Jeff Rosenfeld, ICF International, TBD